
STEP 5 

Cut the launch lug in half at an angle, making them aerodynamic. Find the high point of the airframe 

between fins. Mark a straight perpendicular line up 10” from the AFT of the airframe. Epoxy one lug 

2” up from the AFT of the airframe. Epoxy another at least 8” FWD. Allow to cure. 

STEP 6 

Take one end of the shock cord and pass it through the loop of the shock cord mount. Secure it with 

a double knot. Take the other end of the shock cord and pass it through the eyelet of the plastic 

nose cone and also secure it with a double knot. Place a SMALL drop of glue on both knots to keep 

them permanently secured.  

STEP 7 

Attach the parachute to the shock cord at a point about 1/3 of the length of the shock cord from the 

nose cone. To do this, take the chute shroud line loops in one hand and, with the other hand, take 

the chute and go around the shock cord, passing the chute through the shroud line loops. When the 

chute is pulled through tightly it will form a knot. 

STEP 8 

Lightly sand plastic nose cone with fine sandpaper to remove molding seam line. Also sand airframe 

and fins to produce a smooth finish. 

Since Yank Aeronautics LLC dba LOC PRECISION cannot control the use of it’s products once sold, the buyer 

assumes all risks and liabilities there from, and accepts and uses LOC Precision products on these conditions. 
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Attention! 

This rocket is recommended for low to mid power rocket motors E — J impulse. Depending on your 

flying field and finished weight, this is a very versatile kit. Always check stability to ensure stable 

flight; the Center of Gravity (CG) must be forward of the Center of Pressure (CP) in flight ready  

condition. 

FINISH 

Spray rocket with primer, sand and repeat until smooth  finish is obtained. Spray rocket with 

paint of choice, let dry.  Apply protective clear coat.  



-22” Slotted Booster 
-10” Payload Section, coupler, bulkhead  
-Polypropylene Nose Cone 
-24” Parachute 
-SCM1 Shock Cord Mount 
-Tubular Nylon shock cord 
-11” 38mm Motor Tube 
-1/8” Fin Set    
-3 1/4” Centering Rings 
-1/4” Launch Lug 

LOC 2”  
NUKE PRO MAXX 

Due to the high thrust motors that can be flown in this rocket, epoxy is recommended! 

Before beginning construction, read over instructions to become familiar with the proper  

construction steps. TEST FIT ALL PARTS! Light sanding may be necessary to obtain proper fit. 

 

STEP 1  

Rough sand the motor tube to ensure proper adhesion OR remove the outer glassine wrap. Slide the 

one ring onto the  motor tube so the tube is 1/8” exposed from the ring. OR measure out where the 

FWD of the fin tab will be, some choose to sandwich their rings to the fin tabs. Insert other ring on 

other end of motor tube so 1/8” of the motor tube protrudes. Tack rings into place with epoxy, al-

low to cure. Epoxy fillet both sides where the ring meets the motor tube. Allow to cure. 

STEP 2  

Slather epoxy in the AFT of the airframe between each fin 

slot. Insert motor mount assembly up the airframe. Slide all 

the way up the airframe until the MMT is flush or slightly 

recessed with the AFT of the airframe. Once cured apply a 

small layer to the AFT of the AFT ring. Allow to cure. 

STEP 3 

Reposition airframe laying down. Apply a generous bead of epoxy to the root edge of one fin and 

insert in the fin slot. Allow to cure before moving onto the next fin. When all fins are epoxied in 

place, apply an external filet to each fin to airframe joint. 

 

Step 4 — Shock Cord Mount 

Instructions 

LOC/PRECISION’S Shock Cord Mount 

is easy to make and install, yet is very 

strong! This mounting system makes 

shock cord attachment quick and 

easy. Follow instructions carefully! 

1. Take the length of 2’ Kevlar cord and at its center make a 1” long loop knot and pull it tight. Make 

a knot a 1/4” away from the end of EACH of the two loose ends. 

2. Cut a piece of masking tape 1/4” wide by 1 1/4” long. This is centered crosswise just ahead of the 

two knots. 

3. Carefully place the two knotted loose ends of the Shock Cord Mount, with tape attached, inside 

the top of airframe tube so that the 1” long loop knot is protruding out about 1” from the airframe 

tube’s edge. Making sure there is enough room for the cone should to fit down the airframe! Using 

a small piece of wooden dowel, press the masking tape down firmly around the inside of the air-

frame tubing. The masking tape will keep the Shock Cord Mount in place while gluing. Using a small 

piece of wooden dowel, press the masking tape down firmly around the inside of the airframe tub-

ing.  

4. Place a generous bead of glue over the knotted ends and length of masking tape. Spread the glue 

around until they are completely covered and place the airframe in a horizontal position to dry. 

REPEAT STEP 4 UNTIL A SMOOTH GLUE LAYER IS ACHIEVED OVER THE MASKING TAPE AND KNOT-

TED ENDS. 


